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Buzz Word

Viv Thorn, DBKA Chair
Greetings Fellow Beekeepers! This year has been a
great season for beekeeping, with, I think, not too many
swarms and a good honey crop.
I expect you are all busy extracting your honey. For
those of you who do not have their own extractors,
Branches or members may be able to lend you one.
In previous years, some Branches have arranged a
communal extraction day where members take their
frames to the clubhouse for extraction. This is not possible
this year due to Covid-19 restrictions and strict hygiene
precautions must be adhered to if Branches are lending
out their extractors. In particular, we must ensure that
social distancing is observed at all times and ideally
members should wear masks when coming into contact with others. Please ensure
that all equipment is thoroughly cleaned before and after use and leave at least three
days between one member returning items and lending out to another member.
We are preparing for our Devon Beekeepers’ Day and AGM in December. This is
planned to be held at the Petroc College Campus in Tiverton. If it is still not possible
to congregate in large numbers, then it may be possible to have the event via a
webinar, but we will update members closer to the time.
Our DBKA Executive Committee met at the end of June as a Zoom meeting
and this proved to be a very successful format. We will be repeating this for our
September meeting. I have written to Branches to ask if they would like their winter
talks programme delivered in a digital form and published on our website so that
members can access this valuable resource even if they cannot attend in person.
Also, I have been asking Branches if we should have a Devon-wide virtual course for
Beginners. At the moment, Branches' Beginners courses vary in price and duration,
so we would have to come to an agreement about setting a price. The fees for the
course would go to the Branch that the participants chose to join and in due course,
that Branch would be responsible for delivering the practical parts of the course
and appointing mentors for the new
beekeepers. If this proves popular, then I
will be asking Branches to work together
to achieve an excellent pan-Devon online
programme of talks.
You will see later in the magazine that
the Virtual Honey Show has been a great
success. Many thanks to Liz Westcott
for organising this. In all there were 134
entries across all the classes with Class
3, a photograph of interest to beekeepers,
The winner of the Decorated Cupcakes class
being exceptionally well subscribed with
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47 entries. However, several classes had lots of entries and are well worth a look on
the Devon Beekeepers website.
Class 1, Honey Labels, Class 7, An item of beekeeping equipment that has
been made, modified or renovated by the exhibitor, and Class 18, Decorated
Cupcakes, have some very pleasing entries. Well done to everyone who entered and
congratulations to our winners. Liz is keen to repeat the competition, perhaps in the
autumn of next year, so keep thinking about possible entries and new classes and
keep your camera handy!
Please continue to look out for fellow beekeepers who might be having difficulty
tending their bees. It’s good to chat to each other, by phone or email, even if we can’t
meet as we used to. Keep vigilant and safe. Remember, people may carry the virus
without showing obvious symptoms, so treat all your interactions with people outside
your home as potentially infectious and take the appropriate precautions.

Cover Photo
This lovely photo of bees getting a welcome drink from the birdbath taken by Barry
Wilding-Webb of Exeter Branch was judged by Chris Utting to be the worthy winner
of Class 3, Photograph, subject of interest to beekeepers.

The Devon Beekeepers Virtual Show
Liz Westcott

Thank you to everyone who entered the first Devon Beekeepers Virtual Show and
made it such a success. The winners of all the classes are listed below, along with
photos of some of the winning entries, and we will be showing more pictures in the
next issue of Beekeeping.
Tiverton won the Certificate for the Branch which
accumulated the most points across the Show, with
Torbay coming a very close second. (You can see
the full results on the Devon Beekeepers webpage.)
Prizewinners:
Class 1: A honey label designed by the beekeeper,
Judge: Jack Mummery,
1st, Brahim Meraga, Tiverton
2nd, Tim Allen, N Devon
3rd, Claire Brown, Torbay
Very Highly Commended, Paul Sherborne, North
Devon
Highly Commended, Andrea Sozii, Plymouth
Class 2: A display of four ornamental objects made
of beeswax, Judge: Jack Mummery,
Winner of Class 13,
1st, Brahim Meraga, Tiverton
Flower Arrangement
2nd, Claire Brown, Torbay
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Class 3: Photograph, subject of interest to beekeepers, Judge: Chris Utting,
1st, Barry Wilding-Webb, Exeter
2nd, Brahim Meraga, Tiverton
3rd, Mike Ticehurst, Torbay
Very Highly Commended, Bill Pyle, Tavistock
Highly Commended, Tammy Skinner, Totnes & Kingsbridge
Commended, Wendy Wayne, East Devon
Class 4: Children 8 years and under Photograph, subject of interest to beekeepers,
Judge: Chris Utting,
1st, Ivy Karia, Torbay
Class 5 - no entries
Class 6: Technical photograph, subject
of interest to beekeepers, Judge: Chris
Utting,
1st, Aimee Luxton, East Devon
2nd, Alasdair Bruce, East Devon
3rd, Graham Kingham
Class 7: An item of beekeeping equipment,
which has been made, repaired or adapted
Class 2 winner: Brahim Meraga, Tiverton
by the exhibitor, Judge: Mike Ticehurst,
1st, Steve Clark, Newton Abbot
2nd, Derek Evans, Tiverton
3rd, Andrew Mack, Exeter
Very Highly Commended, Adrian
Skinner,
Highly Commended, Andrew White,
East Devon
Class 8: A painting or drawing using
any medium, of interest to beekeepers
Judges: Maggie and John Heal,
1st, Zoe Mack, Exeter
2nd, Nicole Bunce, East Devon
3rd, Katie Jenkins, Totnes &
Kingsbridge
Class 9: Children 8 years and under,
Painting or drawing, using any
medium, of interest to beekeepers
Judges: Maggie and John Heal,
1st, Percy Custance Baker, Exeter
2nd, James Francombe, Tiverton
Joint 3rd, Isabelle Lindsell, Tiverton
Joint 3rd, Esme Davis, Totnes &
Kingsbridge
Brenda Boston of Tavistock was the winner of
Class 12
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Class 10 - no entries
Class 11: A 3D art object made by the exhibitor,
Judges: Maggie and John Heal,
1st, Andrew Mack, Exeter
2nd, Tracey Lindsell, Tiverton
3rd, Brahim Meraga, Tiverton
Class 12: An item of sewing or embroidery, subject of
interest to beekeepers, Judge: Viv Thorn,
1st, Brenda Boston, Tavistock
2nd, Val Bone, East Devon
3rd, Kathy Diplock, Newton Abbot
Class 13: A flower arrangement of traditional or
humorous composition related to beekeeping, Judge:
Wendy Ashley,
Winner of Class 14: Decorated
Wheelbarrow
1st, Tammy Skinner, Totnes & Kingsbridge
2nd, Sue Francombe, Tiverton
3rd, Amelia Haywood, Holsworthy
Class 14: A decorated planter or
Bees
wheelbarrow containing plants of interest or
Humming synergy
relevance to bees or beekeeping,
Judge: Wendy Ashley,
Paragons of industry
1st, Liz Westcott, Torbay
Golden sweetness flows
2nd, Deborah Custance Baker, Exeter,
Wendy Wayne's winning poem
3rd, Viv Thorn, Torbay
Very Highly Commended, Brahim Meraga, Tiverton
Class 15: Poetry, subject of interest to beekeepers, the original work of the exhibitor
Judge: Rachel West,
1st, Wendy Wayne, East Devon
2nd, Viv Thorn, Torbay
Joint 3rd, Liz Westcott, Torbay
Joint 3rd, David Wayne, East Devon
Class 18: A decorated cupcake on the theme of beekeeping Judge: Tony Lindsell,
1st, Amelia Lovegrove, Holsworthy
2nd, Viv Thorn, Torbay
3rd, Angela Huxham, Torbay
Very Highly Commended, Louise Baddick,
North Devon
Highly Commended, Sue Francombe,
Tiverton
Class 19: A poster that promotes bees and
shows their importance to the environment
Judge: Lilah Killock,
1st, Brahim Meraga, Tiverton
Class 19: Brahim Meraga, Tiverton
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Winner of Class 7: Four-way bee clearing board
Steve Clark, Newton Abbot Branch

Steve's winning design is of a four-way bee clearing board, based on the vortex
design. He says that it will clear 80% to 90% of bees from supers in less than a
couple of hours.
The top side is 20mm to 30mm deep, and the underside is a minimum of 50mm
deep to allow for the massive amount of bees leaving.

The complete set of results with images can
be seen at www.devonbeekeepers.org.uk.
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When a Queen was a King!
Karen Alexander

The skep was the traditional method for
housing colonies of bees from medieval times
right up to the 20th Century. Many of us have
an empty skep sitting in the barn or garage,
for collecting swarms. In practice, however, a
cardboard box is perhaps lighter and easier to
manipulate. Our love for the beautifully woven
skep remains, but our knowledge of keeping
bees in skeps for commercial gain, is dimmed
by history. So, on a dark February evening,
Tavistock Branch invited Dr Mike Reddy, aka
Master Will Harper, Beekeeper and Skep Maker,
to address the art of beekeeping using skeps.
Mike has an immersive interest in ancient
beekeeping - being an acknowledged world
leader on Tudor and medieval beekeeping
practices. In his day job, Mike develops and runs
Master Will Harper, Beekeeper
software technology degree programmes at the
and Skep Maker
University of South Wales. He regularly appears
on both radio and TV, discussing the social effects of technology. In his spare time,
he can be found at Kentwell Hall in Suffolk, as Master Will Harper, carrying out his
duties as a medieval or Tudor artisan beekeeper (and baker), depending on the year
being re-enacted.
We were not disappointed when Master Harper stepped out, from his electric car,
in full Tudor regalia bearing the tools of his trade under his arms. In Old English
vernacular, toned so that our ears could work out what was he was telling us, he
regaled us with stories and insights into his life as a Tudor beekeeper.
Master Harper is a man with some standing in Tudor times, as his main trade and
income is from wax. This valuable and sweet-smelling material is made into candles,
by chandlers, for the nobles, for monasteries and churches - the rest have to use
pungent tallow candles to light their evenings and the poor have rushes dipped in
animal fat. Honey is a less lucrative commodity, extracted by crushing the wax. As an
additional income stream, honey becomes less and less valuable in the Tudor period,
as the amount of sugar imported to England is increased.
The wax is washed of honey to purify it and the rinsings were used to make mead.
Mead was a weak alcoholic beverage in Tudor times but Metheglin, also made from
honey, was a stronger spiced brew, favoured by Good Queen Bess herself.
We heard how ‘the King’ of the colony is the leader of his army of bees and
when the King emerges from the hive, his army of soldiers follows him, leaving the
nursemaids behind to tend to the brood; how the skeps are protected by hackles,
daub, or placed in bee boles; how the bees are smoked with a shoe-shaped clay
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smoker and how skeps are made with rushes or straw and bound with strips of
bramble.
Master Harper had also brought the instruments that he used to make skeps. He
had examples of the prepared split and pithed briar binding or lapping; the ‘girth’,
made from a cow’s horn through which straw was pushed to make a continuous
twisted rope and the small bone fid or 'needle' he used to push the lapping through
the coils of straw rope to tie it all together.
These days we complain about how hot we are when wearing our suits to inspect
our colonies. Hats off then to Master Harper, who dons a cloak made of thick wool
that covers him from head to knee with a cane
woven disc, like the bottom of a basket, for a
veil - this on top of his wool waistcoat breeches
and wool stockings.
As we passed around the various artefacts
and tried on the medieval ‘bee suits’ - looking
like something out of a Bruegel painting - Will
Harper told us stories of swarms and bulls and
bees, of Tudor and medieval economy and
social hierarchy and of bread and mead and
life in a Tudor village. On that cold wet evening,
Master Harper shared a little of his life as a
medieval and Tudor beekeeper, exuding the
same passion for beekeeping that man has
Thick woollen cape and basket veil
demonstrated since time immemorial.
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Beeswax and Bronze Casting by Andrew Lacey
Lilah Killock

I have lost count of the number of times a member of the
public picks up a wax block for sale at the one of the local
shows, sniffs it, and then asks me "What do you use this for?"
My stock reply runs along the lines of "All sorts of things.
Candles, of course. You can make it into furniture polish or use it
on drawers and curtain rails to stop them sticking. I believe fishermen use it on their
lines, and some people use it to waterproof clothing and shoes. And, of course, it is
used in cosmetics." (At this point, I usually point them to the lip balms and soap on
sale.)
Now, after visiting Andrew Lacey's studio, I have a much more exciting (to me,
anyway) use of wax to tell them about. Andrew is a master craftsman, renowned for
his extensive knowledge of how to cast metals, especially bronze, in a contemporary,
historical and academic setting. He is also a highly skilled and original sculptor: his
works often feature horses and the human figure on a large scale, if not actually lifesize.
Earlier this year he was looking for a local beekeeper to supply him with beeswax
that he could use to model a couple of pieces he had in mind. I was the first port of
call and, as it happens, I had plenty of beeswax to hand. At the beginning of June, I
was delighted to receive an invitation to visit Andrew's studio, a large stone-built barn
in the countryside just a few minutes drive from my home in Totnes. I was curious to
see what Andrew had done with my wax.
Beeswax has been used in bronze casting since prehistoric times. It is ideal for
the purpose as it is malleable enough to be modelled when cool, but becomes liquid
when heated. It is used to create voids within a sand or clay "body", which when
filled with liquid bronze results in solid sculptures in a material that is both beautiful
and highly durable.
Andrew showed me two large
wax models he was working
on, one of a horse and another
of a bell. The wax model
of the standing horse was
very nearly finished, but this
model is only one stage in the
creation of the final sculpture.
The end result is achieved
by a mixture of modelling
and casting and construction
techniques. The model you
see in the photograph, almost
unbelievably, is made from a
very thin layer of wax just 3mm
The two wax models
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deep. It is very fragile and so has to be
supported as the model is refined. The
casting of this horse in bronze will require
many more hours of skilled work.
Andrew believes that Art is about the
real world, real feelings and political
events. He wanted to do a piece about
the Civil Rights movement and so had
created the bell upon which he was
inscribing the words God gave Noah the
rainbow sign, No more water but fire next
time. These words are from an African
American spiritual, quoted by James
Baldwin in his autobiographical book The
Andrew working on the bell with a strickle
Fire Next Time.
The model of the bell had been created with considerable prescience: my visit
to Andrew came just a few days after the protests against the killing of George
Floyd in Minneapolis. The words on the bell carry many religious and social layers
of meaning: bells toll for a death and also for a great victory in battle. Andrew's
vision is that every time the bell is struck, the words on it will be energised and their
message will be carried with the sound.
He blends the beeswax with pine resin (which makes the wax malleable) in varying

Quality supplies

Neopoll - 1kg pack: £3.95
18kg box: £66.00

Neopoll C - 1kg pack - £4.40
18kg box - £79.95

(fondant with pollen)

(double pollen)

ApiInvert 14kg pail: £29.50

We can also supply individuals, groups and associations with very
good rates on bulk and wholesale purchases and pallet deliveries.

(inverted sugar syrup)

Insulated Metal
Roof £28
(2kg in weight)

Hives • Extractors • Motor Conversions • Filtration • Tools/Sundries • Fondant • Poly Insulated Roofs • Bulk Orders
plus all other beekeeping needs

www.parkbeekeeping.com

02086 949960

info@parkbeekeeping.com

London

Est. 1985
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proportions to get the plasticity wanted. The
bell actually uses three different 'recipes' of
wax and resin in its various components.
To make a bell, Andrew first shapes the
internal shape from a lump of clay, using a
traditional tool called a strickle. This internal
shape is then covered with the wax mixture
shaped with another size of strickle to form
the body of the bell.
Next comes the addition of the detail
including the words. The wax bell is then
covered with more clay, starting with a fine
layer to pick out the details, followed by
rougher and rougher layers of clay to give the
mould strength. The piece is then heated in a
kiln and the wax melts and drains out leaving
an internal void in the mould. It is this void
which is filled with molten bronze to make
the bell. The whole process is very time
consuming.
Three diﬀerent blends of wax and resin
When the bell is finally finished, the plan is
to mount it on a wooden plinth, and hang it in a wooden frame.
Andrew is keen to point out that all of the components used in the making of the
bell and the horse are sourced locally and nothing is wasted. The wax can be reused
and any excess metal melted and used again. It makes me very proud to think that
the wax models you can see in the photographs are made with wax produced by my
bees in my garden. What a wonderful product it is.

Book Review: Busy Bee and the Silent Meadow
Rachel West

Bea is back! Beatriz the intrepid honey bee, staunch
defender of her beloved Old Oak Meadow, returns
in a new adventure written by Paul Noel. We were
introduced to Bea in Busy Bee and the Endangered
Meadow, when dastardly developers wanted to cover
the beautiful meadow with housing. Back then, Bea and
her sisters motivated the other wildlife in the field to gain
the support of local wildlife lovers to save the meadow.
Now we find Winter has turned to Spring and when life
should be awakening in the meadow, the characters find
themselves falling ill for no apparent reason.
Paul's story evokes the changing of the season with
descriptions of seasonal storms and a field, quiet and
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cold, gradually rousing as the weather warms and the plants emerge. Through the
whole story there is the subtle contrast of the natural silence of the Winter and the
man-made silence caused by the use of chemicals.
There are plenty of educational elements, from simply breaking up a long word into
small parts, to information on the variety of active pollinators in the meadow, to the
introduction of beavers and, never forgetting that this is a story written to entertain
children, of course some poetic licence is involved, certainly relating to the life cycle
and anatomy of the honey bee. It is topical in another way, a mysterious illness,
evidenced initially by a cough and giving rise to the wearing of masks, will be familiar
to readers young and old.
What lifts this story out of the serious issues it addresses, and helps get the
message across, is the humour throughout. A high-tech fly is given great importance,
demonstrating how the normally annoying insect makes its critical contribution in the
story and in nature. The image of an owl giving a ride to a mouse raises a wry smile,
the songbird sounding like a pirate, and as before, the wasps come into their own for
the good of all!
As in Paul's first Busy Bee story, the view is balanced with a good old-fashioned
mix of 'Goodies' and 'Baddies'. The illustrations dotted through the book give added
interest, especially for younger readers.
If reading to children is something you do Busy Bee and the Silent Meadow would
be a real treat and an excellent story to download.

The widest range of
English language
bee books
The home of

Quarterly
The

Beekeepers

“the quality quarterly with quarterly quality”

www.northernbeebooks.co.uk
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Going With the Flow

Part 11: First Inspection of the Year
Andy Bullen
It's March 2020, it's Lockdown, I am working from home and the bees are just a
short stroll from my back door. I visit them daily, usually at lunchtime, and sit and
marvel at them as they zip in and out of the hive. They’ve been at home for five days
and now is the time for the first inspection. Not only to inspect but try and tidy the
mess in the brood box. (Remember the cable-tied frames?)
My plan - always have a plan before you go in - is to remove as many cable-tied
frames as possible and replace them with new foundation. Ideally, I should replace
the cable-tied frames with drawn
frames, but I don’t have any. If I see
Flo, brilliant, but I am not good at
spotting her.
I pick a warm day and begin to
prepare for the inspection. I have
saved all the household cardboard
since Christmas in a large box for my
smoker. The smoker is now alight and
smoking nicely.
At this point the hive consists of
the brood box, crown board and the
Flow frame with bees actually on it
roof. In the roof space throughout the
winter I placed some fondant and a bit of loose sugar on greaseproof paper.
I remove the screws from the side of the roof and take the roof off. The fondant
in the roof space has a lot of bees in and around it, the sugar less so, but they have
clearly been using it (probably in their tea during the cold weather). Seems like I
might have kept them alive through the winter. I remove the crown board with the
food on it and place it where I won’t stand on it and where it lies flat.
I start to inspect and as expected they are down to only a few frames. The cabletied frames are inspected and I manage to remove four of them and replace with
frames with new foundation. I have two cable-tied frames left in the hive and the
capped brood are on those frames. I place the two cable-tied frames in the centre
of the brood box and surround them with the undrawn new foundation. My plan
during the upcoming weeks is to slowly move them towards the sides of the hive and
eventually remove them altogether. I put the hive back together but add a little more
fondant just in case.
I collected my bees from Cornwall in early May 2019; it's now March 2020 and, not
only have I kept them alive, they seem to be extremely healthy. They might not have
given me any honey, but they have given me a lot of enjoyment (and a few stings
too). Although it feels at times that I stumble through the art of beekeeping, I might
be doing OK.
Next month:The double brood dilemma
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Read This Comb

FOR ALL YOUR BEEKEEPING NEEDS

ADAMS

homehardware
At 164 Fore Street, Exeter

Top quality equipment
Hives, frames, foundations and tools.

Main agents for E.H.THORNE
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

For personal service ring 01392 272877 : Email adamsofcrediton@btinternet.com

Extensive Library of over 300 books for sale either complete or buy individual
books. For further details please contact Gerald Humphries on 01297 625990.
Pure Torbay Honey 30lb (approx) buckets. £100 per bucket plus £5.00 bucket
deposit. Telephone 01803 851552 evenings.
Honey for sale The Newton Abbot Branch have honey for sale at £4 per lb in 30lb
tubs (approx weight). If you are interested please contact Ruth Mountford by e-mail at
rmountford@fordergardens.co.uk
6-frame nuclei with this year's and last year's queens. £170.00. Full colonies
£250.00. Locally reared queens, good gentle productive bees reared with love.
Delivery possible. For more information, please contact Imogen at Artemis Bees
07910 235891 or imohall@yahoo.co.uk.

For Sale
A first sight this seems a not very interesting frame of bees taken from the outer
edge of the brood nest. But a relaxed, careful review, does show that closer
investigation is needed as the other brood frames are examined.
It’s not possible to see eggs in the exposed central area. It would be good to
know if there are any. A pocket torch and a magnifying glass should be essential
parts of any Sherlock Holmes type beekeeper’s handy equipment.
An immediate observation is that there are two queens on the frame. They and
the workers are quite happy about this; in fact you can see a semblance of a ring
of attendants around each one. This means that a supersedure has occurred and
eventually the older queen will pass away. No swarming will occur so supersedure is
a very welcome phenomenon.
There are a few observations of concern. There seems to be a shortage of stored
pollen which should be located immediately underneath the obvious honey stores.
Secondly, there is at least one worker with typical deformed wing virus symptoms
- damaged wings. Further close inspection of the other frames is required to check
for pollen and the presence of varroa. A varroa monitoring board should be inserted
to check the infestation level and to determine what treatment or control measure
should urgently be started.
Interestingly, the bees and queens are quite black showing the likely presence of
DNA from the native British bee Apis mellifera mellifera (Amm for short). However,
there are a few workers with orangey/brown stripes revealing the valuable colony
genetic variation caused by the queens’ multiple matings.
Pollinator
PS: Which is the older queen?
What's happening on the comb pictured on the left? Take a close look and then
turn the page upside-down to read the answer.
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Perception vs Reality
Jeremy Barnes

Thirty years ago I was discussing a classroom management issue with an
experienced school counsellor. She pulled out her pad and outlined an interaction
model which is still vivid in my memory.

Each of us perceives reality differently based on our personal histories, and those
perceptions invoke feelings, which give rise to thoughts, which become behaviors.
I don’t know how this would be evaluated by psychologists today but for me there
were three major lessons. First, we cannot change reality, but we can change our
perception of reality. Secondly, feelings precede thoughts, not vice-versa. And
thirdly, if we want to change behavior, we need to change perceptions.
Two non-honey bee examples: In the world of alcoholism, an abuser may be
well and truly addicted, evident to all who interact with him or her, but as long as
that person is in denial (ie his or her perception is “I have this under control,”) long
term changes in behavior are impossible. Those who speak at AA meetings open
with, “Hi, I’m … and I’m an alcoholic,” which in all probability is a radically different
perception to the one they had before they entered the program.
I was late into the computer world and these machines have long been items
of intimidation for me. Essentially I use mine as little more than a sophisticated
typewriter, and experience real anxiety when I have to download an app, upgrade a
program, or, heaven forbid, contact tech support. My perceptions were formed in the
days of floppy discs when one mistake could erase everything irretrievably, or so I
believed. The (mis)perception led to feelings of anxiety, which led to thoughts of loss,
which still restrict my creative ventures on the computer.
My two stepsons, by comparison, use theirs for a variety of sophisticated and
creative uses, and it is their first go-to tool, whereas our grandchildren, the eldest of
whom is now 12, are fearless and much of what they do on the family computer is
beyond my comprehension. On a recent FaceTime conversation with Nora - a way of
staying connected during this time of physical isolation - she caused various icons to
move across the screen as we talked (a ‘butterfly’ to settle on her nose, for example)
much to my consternation and distraction but without any break in the conversation
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on her part.
Incidentally, I still use a flip phone and don’t possess a smart phone. My rationale
is that I’ve survived for more than seven decades without having a computer on
my wrist, and my telephone is specifically for communication purposes. But in my
heart-of-hearts there is probably a deep-seated fear of having to interact daily with a
complex machine, and, I have to say, with a screen that is much too small for me to
read comfortably. So even today my behavior is determined by perceptions created
decades ago, and I rationalize them away. It may also be that I have witnessed far
too often the consummate distraction of people on their phones; the preservation of
my powers of observation are too precious for me to join their ranks.
Imagine that the ‘reality’ is a honey bee working a flower for pollen or nectar.
The perception of one person, based on old messages gotten from well-meaning
protectors, is that the bee wants to sting her. The immediate feeling is fear, the
thought is escape, and the behavior is to move away as quickly as possible.
The second person watching the same flower is acutely aware of both the
defensive nature of honey bees and the process of pollination. Her feelings are of
fascination and amazement, her thoughts are of the importance every bee makes to
the quality of our environment, and she draws ever closer to the flower so she can
see in greater detail.
The same reality and two different behaviors. We cannot change the reality of
bees and pollination, but we can change how the public perceives it. There are
two ways to do this, as best I can see. The first is through education, particularly of
the younger generation. I am invariably delighted when, looking at an observation
hive with a group of first or second graders, I hear some astute observations.
“How do you know so much about honey bees?” I ask? “A beekeeper came to our
classroom,” invariably is the response.
Unfortunately, we are unlikely to re-educate the older generations - their paradigm
is set. Going back to the same observation hive, but this time with adults, some are
clearly anxious. After outlining the behaviors of the bees and describing the purpose
of an observation hive, I invite those who were anxious to come closer and witness
firsthand what is happening behind the glass. In most cases they laugh anxiously and
decline, clearly not convinced.
There are exceptions of course. At that first bee class most of the participants are
on tenterhooks about their initial interaction with the girls themselves. The instructor
takes the cover off of a hive and some of the students immediately step forward they are the ones most likely to continue in the long term. At the end of the class,
when asked about their level of anxiety, most laugh and comment on how much
lower it is than when they arrived.
So, we cannot re-educate most of the public but we can change their perception
about something else - the wisdom of the bees. One does not have to interact
intimately with honey bees themselves to appreciate the fact that they don’t just build
hives, they build communities, using processes that are interactive, harmonious,
productive and based on the long term. This was explored by Rudolph Steiner in
the 1920’s, by the social psychologist Michael O’Malley in 2010, and of course most
famously by Tom Seeley in The Wisdom of the Hive in 1996. Seeley uses bees to
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investigate a challenge faced by all highly cooperative groups - how to allocate their
members among tasks so that more urgent needs are met before less urgent ones,
and of coordinating individual actions into a coherent whole.
So, what was the original classroom issue that initiated this debate? In 1991 I
began teaching at a private boys high school in Baltimore. One class in particular
- relatively small in size and intellectually capable - was proving difficult to manage,
especially in the period immediately after the lunch break. One Friday, when I found
them particularly disrespectful, I packed up my bag five minutes early and walked
out of the classroom. This, I thought, would send a message, and it gave me the
weekend to come up with an action plan.
The following Monday I began by commenting on my early departure the previous
lesson. They hadn’t even noticed! I explained that I felt disregarded and minimized,
and they were genuinely shocked. My perception of the reality was radically different
to theirs. I went on to describe how this was our classroom, not mine, and challenged
them to work in small groups and come up with their understanding of the ideal
learning environment. I did the same.
By the end of the week we had a covenant of the desired aims and methods of our
classroom, with consequences if any part of it was broken. When it appeared on
the classroom wall, signed by all of us, other classes wanted one too. Overnight this
class changed their behavior, I enjoyed my on-going interactions with them, and we
were able to explore topics and issues that would have been unthinkable beforehand.

Online Lectures
Ken and Dan Basterfield are offering a series of on-line evening lectures this
summer. Topics are chosen to fit with the work in the apiary, aiming to be timely and
to inspire all those 'thinking beekeepers' out there. Titles currently scheduled are:
Vertical Split Swarm Control		
Queen Raising Overview
The Importance of Drones		
Reading Bees
Queenright and Broodright?		
Preparations for a Better Season?
Double Brood Chamber Working
Bees for Honey and Money
Tools and Tricks ...			
Wax Processing
Ken and Dan Basterfield regularly give popular lectures on practical and thoughtprovoking beekeeping topics. They lecture across the UK and Ireland, from local
association meetings to national and international conferences.
The full programme, webinar details, and booking links can be found at https://
www.advancedbeekeeping.org.uk/page/webinars/
These are public webinars open for anyone to sign up to. Once you have registered
for a webinar not only can you watch it live and submit questions, but you can also
watch the replay at a later date. (You can even register after the original live dates
and use the replays to catch-up with earlier webinars.)

www.bee-craft.com/findoutdevon
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Don't Worry, Get a Warre!
Martin Fodder

I start with two apologies: the first is for the title; and the second is for having the
temerity to write in a journal about beekeeping knowing that everyone who reads the
article will know far more about keeping bees than I do - I only started two months
ago. But I was asked to write about my experiences with the Warre hive and so that
is what I have done.
Émile Warré was, as his name suggests, French. He was born on May 9, 1867
and died on April 20, 1951. He became a priest in 1891 and an abbot in 1897 in the
Somme region. There is no reason to suppose that he was not a perfectly competent
cleric. However he does not seem to have done anything noteworthy in that capacity.
In 1916, he appears to have dropped out of his ecclesiastical career and after a gap
of indeterminate length devoted himself to beekeeping in Saint-Symphorien (Indreet-Loire Department). He wrote various books about beekeeping but the principal
one is L'Apiculture Pour Tous. A free translation of the 12th ed, 1948, Beekeeping for
All by Patricia and David Heaf is available at https://warre.biobees.com/bfa.htm. My
quotations from Warré’s book come from the Heaf translation.
On page 1 of his book Warré lists the kinds of things that you would expect as
being the benefits of beekeeping: production of honey, beekeeping is fascinating, it
rests the mind and body, it takes place in the open air, etc. But he also recommends
it because … beekeeping is a moral activity, as far as it keeps one away from cafés
and low places and puts before the beekeeper an example of work, order and
devotion to the common cause.
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Moreover, for Warré, beekeeping is a better leisure time activity for office and
machine workers than … modern sports with their excesses, their promiscuity, their
nudity. So, Warré might not have been much of a party animal, but he did have his
feet on the ground. We can see that from page 3 where he comes to the input/output
pitch for using what he calls The People’s Hive and we now call the Warre hive:
When I lived in the Somme, I had an average annual harvest of 25 kg per hive. In a
region with a high nectar yield one can harvest more. Here at Saint-Symphorien, in a
region which is poor for nectar, I average only 15 kg … each hive required one and a
half hours of my time in the course of the year.
Whether it be 25 kg or 15 kg (or indeed less) that kind of output for one and a half
hours input a year sounds good.
A Warre hive is very simple. Essentially (from the bottom) it comprises:
•
A floor with an entrance reducer/adapter set into the frame
•
Square boxes internally dimensioned 32cm x 21cm
•
Eight top bars in each box with an edge - strips of beeswax in my case - for the
bees to build from
•
A quilt box
•
A roof
For more detail see https://warre.biobees.com/plans.htm
My wife and I own five acres of woodland near Dartmouth. We have quite often
thought of getting someone else to keep bees in it with a view to improving the
eco diversity of what is already very varied and rich flora and fauna. Bees would
obviously help with that. I had always assumed that the time and effort required to
keep them myself would be way beyond that which I would be able to commit to.
However a conversation with a beekeeper who keeps several National hives near
Blackawton changed that. Why not, she suggested, think about a top bar hive? I
looked at a few articles on the web about those and that led me to the Warre. The
yields per hive were said to be rather lower than those from a “conventional” hive
but the impression I got was that the amount of time and effort required was much
less for a Warre. That seemed to meet my reservation. One, quite neat, way of
summarising it is by Bill Anderson (of whom more below): he does not see himself as
a beekeeper but a hive keeper.
I was also attracted to the Warre because it was said by its proponents to be a
rather more “natural” way of keeping bees. I am not, in this article, going to go into
this issue. Since I started down the Warre route I have read a fair amount of the
for and against literature on Warres, in particular Glyn Davies’ article Why I Worry
About the Warré [Hive] in Beekeeping magazine (Vol 79(7) 171-174, Aug 2010) and
David Heaf’s response which can be read on his website. In due course I hope to be
able to acquire a more informed view as to the merits of these arguments. I have
discovered that this is one aspect of beekeeping amongst many on which views are
strongly held and often expressed with vigour. My scientist daughters would tell me
that to arrive at any firm conclusions it would be necessary to do a controlled side by
side comparison of some Warres against some conventional hives (but then which
conventional?) over several years, with the hives kept by the same keeper. I have not
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yet come across a write-up of such an exercise.
There were two good reasons not to do any more about my Warre project. Firstly,
by the time I was ready to take it forward, it became impossible, because of Covid 19,
to attend a course. They were all cancelled. Secondly, I was told that a Warre was
not recommended for beginners and I should start with a National. I read a couple
of books on conventional beekeeping. I read on the web about Warres. And I
exchanged emails with Lilah Killock.
The reason why the Warre was thought to be not for beginners became clear. With
a National hive you can buy what I discovered was called a “nuc” and transfer the
bees and the frames from the nuc into the hive. But nuc suppliers do not (at least
not yet) supply bees “on” frames that will fit in a Warre. The internal dimension of a
Warre (and hence the lengths of the top bars that fit in it) is 32cm. National frames
are (as you all know) 35.5cm “long”. So you cannot just fit the frames from a nuc into
a Warre. Warré touches on this issue on page 73 of his book. Buying a “package”
which will go in any sort of hive may be relatively easy elsewhere in the world.
Not so in the UK, and all the more difficult in a pandemic. Swarms? That sounded
complicated and haphazard. But by now I was fixed, perhaps quixotically, on a
Warre. There must be a way round this problem. And of course, there is a way - in
fact there are half a dozen or so of them. But you can look them up for yourselves at
David Heaf’s site https://warre.biobees.com/hiving.htm so I will just tell you what I did
to populate my first two Warre hives, both using what were, effectively, nucs from my
Blackawton friend on National size frames.
The first sounds, and is, brutal: chop and
crop. The frames were taken out of the
hive one by one. As considerately as
www.thebeeshop.co.uk nuc
possible, the bees were brushed off them
into the bottom box of a two box storey
Quality Beekeeper
Warre. Happily the brushees that deigned
to go into the box must have included the
Clothing
queen. The now (more or less) bee-free
At Affordable Prices
frames were reduced to length/width of
32cm using a sharp knife for the comb and
a sharp saw for the wood. Depending on
the location and extent within the frame of
Full Suits,
the cells I wanted to keep, in some cases
Smocks, Bee Vests &
the excess was taken from just one side.
That saved some work. If you do that
Veils
you will end up with a top bar of unequal
Full Adult Beekeeper Suit
thicknesses at the ends. A length of eke (or
bits of eke) was used to compensate. You
from £55 (free postage)
will in any event need an eke between the
Warre top box and feeder to allow for the
Email:
greater thickness of the cropped national
michaeljohnduckett@gmail.com
frames compared with Warre top bars (the
rebates of Warre hives fit the latter not the
former).
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The bees settled down quite quickly in their new home without any obvious
continuing dissent. After I had deducted a very small advance rental, they got nearly
all of their chopped/cropped off comb and its content back by its being placed in a top
feeder tray between the top box and the quilt box.
The bees applied themselves immediately to repairing the rudely disrupted edges
of their combs and extending them out to the edges of the Warre. After about a
week they started building down from the top bars in the box below and at the time
of writing have constructed comb down to the bottom of that box with the result that
I have just placed a third box with 8 more top bars below it. I am not assuming that
the colony will have enough stores to get them through this winter with a surplus for
harvest. We shall see, but when I lifted the top two boxes, they were very heavy.
For the second hive I used a more subtle (and less messy) method. I adapted a
half hive National Brood box by adding a sort of semi floor/flange so that it will fit
without gaps on top of a Warre box. The floor/flange converts between the different
dimensions of the National half and the Warre. I transferred the bees and their frames
from the nuc to the National half Box. I put a National-dimensioned half roof on top of
the National Box with a homemade Warre type quilt box and lid between them.
Warré might spin in his grave at the convertor box
heresy. But then he will probably already be rotating
in response to the chopping and cropping. The bees
themselves did not seem to object and have started
building downwards from the top bars of the Warre box.
Eventually (and hopefully at the end of this summer)
the bees will have built downwards by another box or
even two. The convertor box will then be removed and
replaced by an ordinary Warre quilt box and roof. To
give them a little encouragement I put a little feed in
a bottom feeder I constructed and inserted between
the floor and the bottom box. A YouTube video of Bill
Anderson demonstrating this second method (with a
very slightly different approach to mine) is at https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=nAzL_VPGgNs.
Warre Convertor
My Warres came from two sources, one in Cornwall
and one in Sussex. Both very much fit for purpose as far as I can see. There are only
about half a dozen suppliers of Warres in the UK. It has added considerably to the
interest to have a window through which (as noted above) you can see at least some
of what is going on. Whilst I find it easy to become mesmerised by doing so, I rather
imagine that bees would prefer not to have light shed upon their activities for too
extensive a period.
You can make a Warre (at least a windowless one) fairly easily. Warre designed
it with that very much in mind - butt joints and so on. David Heaf’s website, already
mentioned, is a brilliant resource and his engaging YouTube video How to build a
Warre beehive at low cost (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1KVn-NZTfus) is well
worth watching.
Bill Anderson’s book The Idle Beekeeper: The Low-Effort, Natural Way to Raise
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Bees (Abrams Press) is an excellent read. His extended analogies might irritate some
(particularly those who already know the basics) but not me and I wish I had read
it to start with rather than reading some drier and more “conventional” texts. You
could read a few pages in preview on a certain bookselling website and take your
own view. Even the experienced beekeeper might find some interesting science on
thermodynamics/heat conservation in Anderson’s book. He clothes his Warres in a
quilt to help the bees maintain hive temperature and I might do this too in the autumn.
Because I had a temporarily spare Warre roof quilt box and a spare Warre box, I
thought I would try putting them in a tree as a bait hive with a bit of brood comb. I
did so with rather more hope than expectation, but scouts arrived, accumulated and
eventually their swarm came too. I gingerly moved the bait hive down from the tree,
put another box below it with a homemade floor and bottom feeder and the resulting
Number 3 hive now seems to be thriving.
I suspect that the number of those members of the DBKA who read this article
and decide to get a Warre will be small, perhaps zero. Indeed, I can see that I might
provoke some vigorously negative responses (see above). But next time someone
tells you that they would like to keep bees but are worried about how much time it
takes and how difficult it is then if you have read this far you know what you might
think of saying to them … .

Diary Dates
Members may attend meetings of any Branch but it’s advisable to telephone the Branch
Secretary first. Contact details are:
East Devon

eastdevonbk.co.uk

01404 841629

Exeter

exeterbeekeepers.org.uk

01392 832956

Holsworthy

holsworthybeekeepers.org.uk

01237 440165

Newton Abbot

nabk.org.uk

rmountford@fordergardens.co.uk

North Devon

northdevonbees.org

07791 679283

Okehampton

okehamptonbee.co.uk

01363 82361

Plymouth

plymouthbeekeepers.btck.co.uk

01752 338279

Tavistock

events.tavistockbeekeepers@gmail.com

07709 977646

Tiverton

tivertonbeekeepers.org.uk

01363 860252

Torbay

tbbk.co.uk

01803 844804

Totnes & Kingsbridge

totnesandkingsbridgebeekeepers.com

01803 866028

Due to the ongoing situation with coronavirus, all previously planned Branch Events
have been cancelled. Some branches are arranging talks and meetings using Zoom
or similar, online meeting facilities. Check your local Branch website for details.
It is strongly recommended to check with Branch Secretaries
BEFORE actually travelling to any event.
August
Wed 12

7:30pm

Tavistock

Autumn Management The Buckfast Beekeepers
(via Zoom)
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Are you ready for
harvesting?
It’s time to start reaping
the rewards of a successful
beekeeping season. To
celebrate another wonderful
year in the apiary, we are
oﬀering a very special deal
on our bottling equipment.
For a limited time, get 20%
oﬀ our 50kg Tank and
accessories, plus we have a
great bundle available with
our 4 Frame Extractor and
essential tools.

50kg Tank with Base & Stand
PLUS FILTER
& FREE SCRAPER
all worth £239.90

+

+
Tank Filter worth

£44.95

20%
OFF

NOW

£191.92

Honey Bucket Scraper

FREE

59 00 19 50kg Tank with Conical Base & Stand

including Filter and FREE Honey Bucket
Scraper PLUS 20% OFF £191.92

50kg Tank, base &
stand worth £194.95

4 Frame Extractor PLUS

4

FREE essentials...

59 23 56 4 Frame Extractor with Filter plus 4 FREE Tools

NOW

£327.96

all worth

Extractor Tank
worth £409.95

8oz Cut Comb
Cutter

59 07 81

£29.95

Straight uncapping
fork worth £5.95

2

280mm Uncapping
knife worth £14.95

3

11.3L Plastic food
grade bucket
worth £4.95

4

232mm double
strainer worth

454g/1lb jars with gold 35kg Polythene Tanks
metal lids x72
59 09 50 - Poly tap £26.95
59 08 17

£28.50

www.beekeeping.co.uk

59 17 37 - Perfection tap

£36.95

0344 326 2010

£12.95

Storage buckets
59 09 54
59 09 53

£4.95
£3.95

Wax and Honey
Separator Pail

59 22 49

£96.75

info@beekeeping.co.uk

Visit our shop: Hameldown House, Hameldown Road, Exeter Road Industrial Estate, Okehampton, Devon, EX20 1UB

4881

+

1
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Asian Hornet Awareness Week
September 7th-13th

What can you do to help protect your bees
and the environment?
- Monitor: Bait Stations out
- Pass the word: Share through Social
Media
- Pass the word: Talk safely to the public
- Check noticeboards: Do they still have
an ID poster?
These times of social restriction do not
make our task easier.

Time to think outside the box!!!
Hornet Attractant, ID cards and posters are
available from your Branch AHAT Co-ordinator.
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